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Ball/Oberman Crim
Law Casebook

Publisher

SelfPublished

Price

$0 (eBook)

Available
at (Web
URL)

Book URL

Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)

This casebook aims to redress some of the
shortcomings of conventional casebook
approaches to criminal law. Too often,
casebooks surface issues of mental health,
sex, gender, race and sexual orientation
without meaningful context to situate how
these issues have been treated by the
criminal legal system, how they reflect social
norms, how they have changed over time,
etc. We seek to provide this context, to
invite a meaningful discussion of the role of
race in the criminal legal system, and to
invite discussions about alternatives to
policing, alternatives to criminalization, and
critical thinking about why we deal with
social problems…
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Criminal Law and the
American Penal
System: An
Introduction
(forthcoming 2023)

Publisher

Aspen
Publishing

Price

TBA

Available
at (Web
URL)

TBA

Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)

This casebook aims to reframe the required
first-year criminal law course around the role
law and lawyers have played in producing
mass incarceration. It is still very much a
law school casebook, emphasizing cases and
doctrine. Its conceptual framework,
however, is novel in connecting substantive
criminal law to hierarchies of race, gender,
and class and to the institutional power of
the actors who drive mass incarceration –
including prosecutors, police officers, and
judges. In addition, by centering the
sociological drivers of crime, the book offers
a broader and more critical account of the
traditional justifications of punishment.
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Criminal Law: Cases
and Materials (9th ed.)

Publisher

West
Academic
Publishing

Price

$269
(Hardcover)
$201.75
(eBook)

Available
at (Web
URL)

Book URL

Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)

This popular book covers all of the areas
ordinarily included in a 1L Criminal Law
class, including theories of punishment,
principles of legality, elements of offenses,
defenses to crimes, inchoate offenses, and
complicity. Common law, Model Penal
Code, and statutes relating to these topics
are covered, as are current topics of
controversy in the field. The book includes
a very popular and accessible Teacher’s
Manual and excellent Notes and Questions.
The book seeks to give students both
doctrine and theory in an accessible balance.
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Book URL

Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)

The eleventh edition also maintains the
unique chapters on drug possession, drug
distribution, drunk driving, and texting while
driving. These core subjects are addressed
in greater detail in this casebook than any
other criminal law textbook. The authors
have also updated the introductory materials
to provide students with the most current
picture and statistics.
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The Criminal Law
(2022 ed.)

Publisher

Amazon

Price

$65
(Softcover)

Available
at (Web
URL)

Book URL

Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)

Both traditional and unique, this textbook
combines the case method with a workbook
format in which introductions and after-case
notes build out the material (including
repetition learning), in which there are no
rhetorical questions, and in which students
are therefore provided space to enter their
answers within the textbook itself.
Scannable QR codes link to teacher-optional
surveys in which students select how much
punishment they would impose as a manner
of getting at class intuitions of criminal
justice. Please contact the author to obtain
an examination copy.
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Criminal Law: Cases,
Controversies and
Problems

West
Academic
Publishing

$176.25
(eBook)
(Other
options
available)

Book URL

Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)

We all know students use study aids to
“hack” the law, which sometimes creates
problems for our teaching. This textbook
cuts out the middle person by integrating
challenging principal cases into a lively
overview of the black letter law. This
combination allows you to use the principal
cases to drill down deeper into the bigger
issues. Additional materials include a short
play about a hate crime, a self-defense short
story, a plea-bargaining exercise and journal
pages of a mentally ill mass shooter. The
Teacher’s Manual includes case briefs with
page references and answers to all discussion
questions and practice problems.
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(eBook)
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Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)
Criminal Law in Focus (CLIF) provides an
updated approach to the first-year criminal
law casebook, with coverage and pedagogy
that reflects modern criminal law practice.
Alongside the traditional justificatory
theories of punishment, the book considers
punishment as a tool for social control, the
rise of mass incarceration, and racial
disparities in criminal enforcement. Using
compelling cases that clearly articulate legal
doctrine, this book covers core traditional
offenses (like homicide and rape), as well as
those that figure prominently in modern
practice, but which have historically been
absent from or deemphasized in the criminal
law curriculum (like drug possession and
property...
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Available
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Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)

This text, the only criminal law casebook
authored by two progressive female law
professors of color, provides the reader with
both critical race and critical feminist theory
perspectives on criminal law while following
a traditional format. All of the usual subject
areas are covered, but the book is unique in
highlighting the cultural context of
substantive criminal law.
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Criminal Law (9th ed.)

Carolina
Academic
Press

$215
(Hardcover)

Book URL

Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)

This casebook introduces the first-year
student to the basics of American criminal
law. Drawing on statutory, common, and
constitutional law, the book raises the
questions of why and how we punish, and it
enables instructors to discuss with students
the thorny problem of the relationship
between the state and the individual. As
with most substantive criminal law courses,
the book covers a range of topics including
rationales for punishment, elements of key
crimes, inchoate offenses, and defenses. It
also provides a number of cases involving
interpretation of federal criminal statutes,
not just state statutes. This most recent
edition includes several…
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Criminal Law:
Concepts and Practice
(5th ed.)

Carolina
Academic
Press

Price

$165
(Hardcover)
$120
(Unbound)

Available
at (Web
URL)

Book URL

Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)
The book provides materials that match the
skills and values emphasized for developing
practicing lawyers. It incorporates over fifty
problems that allow professors to explore
the practical impact of the theoretical
concepts underlying criminal law. The book
challenges students to consider issues of
race in the criminal justice system. It retains
its international and comparative notes and
now includes several new cases and charts.
The authors support a website,
criminallawbook.com, that offers syllabi,
PowerPoints, and other teaching materials
that complement the book. In short, the
text combines theory and practice and is
compact, student friendly, flexible, and high
tech.
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Available
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Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)

This book is designed for the “substantive”
criminal law course in most schools’ first
year curriculum, and it covers many of the
offense definitions and principles of liability
that are traditionally included in those
courses. This material is situated in the
framework of criminalization, enforcement,
and adjudication decisions to help students
understand American criminal law as it
operates in practice. Discretion, racial
disparities, and the structures that support
and sustain mass incarceration are addressed
in detail.
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(eBook)
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Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)

The book covers all of the main criminal law
topics but does so as a narrative text rather
than by providing a collection of cases,
statutes, or literature readings. Each chapter
deals with a separate topic and begins by
introducing two principal case studies: an
older case concerning a famous event (such
as the shootout at the OK Corral, Lincoln’s
assassination, the Hatfield-McCoy feud,
Vanderbilt’s market manipulation) or a
famous person (e.g., Marquis de Sade, Oscar
Wilde, Billy the Kid, Aaron Burr, Lewis
Carroll, Mafia boss Joe Bananas, and
entertainers Bette Davis, Frank Sinatra, Elvis
Presley, Ike and Tina Turner...
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$298
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(eBook)

Book URL

Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)

Criminal Law: Case Studies & Controversies
eschews traditional reliance on judicial
opinions in favor of an innovative and
dynamic method of criminal law instruction
that is centered on statutory interpretation
and case studies. Examination of real-world
problems allows first-year law students to
not only develop familiarity with the
criminal law doctrine necessary for potential
careers as prosecutors or defense attorneys,
but also hone crucial skills for lawyering in
general. Provocative case studies provide
background for engaging class discussion
and challenge students to tackle applying
doctrine in real-world situations.
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Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)

An open-source casebook emphasizing the
modern practice of criminal law in the
United States. The book is designed to be
accessible to students and easy to use for
professors. The book is “turnkey,” wherein
you can contact the author and receive
access to a full teacher’s manual with course
notes, course slides, and a model syllabus.
The book is connected to over 25 short
hypothetical clips from films posted on
YouTube to be analyzed with real-world
statutes included in casebook review
exercises. The Fourth Edition will be
released this Summer (2022).

